2010 CCAA Mixed-Doubles Tennis Tournament
By: Edward Wan
The 2010 CCAA-sponsored mixed-double tennis tournament held on October 16, 2010 at Robert Frost
High School was a smashing success! Not only we had fun to play competitive games, but we also
enjoyed the opportunity to rekindle fellowship among CCAA members and friends. Thanks to Kan Chang
(Tournament Director) and Chin-ho Lien (Tournament Advisor) for planning and executing a superb
tennis party. Credits also go to Su-Hwa Chang and her three beautiful daughters for providing water
bottles, souvenirs and other on-site helps.
The tennis tournament started promptly at 12:45 pm and finished at 3:45 PM. Eight teams were first
divided into A Group and B group to play first run games followed by playoff run games:
A1
A2
A3
A4

Jenny & Steve Huilung Liu
Lisa Liem & Hwar Ching Ku
Shih Chun & Chin-Ho Lien
Wei-Liang Liu & Su-Hwa Chang

B1
B2
B3

Chia-Chou & I-Fei Chang
Olivia Chang & Kan Chnag
Ann-Lee Chan & Edward Wan

B4

Judy Chung & S.L. Hung

For the first run, each team played three (8 games format) in round robin style within each
Group. At the end of the first run, two highest scored teams from each Group advanced to the
playoff run. The two winners of the playoff run played the Championship run and the two losers
played for the 3rd place.
Not surprisingly, this year’s best teams were comprised of some of the most active CCAA Board
of Directors – Huilung Liu, Kan Chang. And the final winning teams were: Ist place - Jenny &
nd
th
Steve Huilung Liu, 2 place – Olivia & Kan Chang, 3rd place – Lisa Liem & Hwar Ching Ku and 4
place - I-Fei & Chia-Chou Chang. While the results were undisputable, there were some
extraneous circumstances which could alter the final outcome of the tournament including the
Championship run of 4-4 game tie and Kan Chang and his daughter team loss the final tie-break
point.
Overall, we all enjoyed the friendly games and everybody felt like a winner. Indeed, this year
everybody participated received a nice medallion, with a large tennis logo and 2010 in the
front. Again, thanks to Su-Hwa, who designed and ordered these wonderful medallions.
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I want to take this opportunity to thank our CCAA Spouse players (Su-Hwa Chang , Shih Chun Lien,
Jenny Liu, Judy Chung) and invited guest players (Lisa Liem, Ann-Lee Chan, Olivia Chang), whom
had joined us with great enthusiasm and good spirit. In addition, Funglung Chung, a CCAA Board
of Director who came to cheer his wife, Judy, to play and took group photos for us. Without
their active participations, the success of the tournament would not be possible.

Best Regards
Edward wan, CCAA President
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